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unsupervised office.-These practices are
in compliance with the standards of
Chapter 45-13 of the HHS General
Administration Manual, "Safeguarding
Records Contained in Systems of
Records," supplementary Chapter PHS
hf: 45-13, and the Department's
Automated Information System Security
Program Handbook, and the National
Institute of Standards and Technology
Federal nformation Processing
Standards (FIPS Pub. 41 and FIPS Pub.
31).

RETENTION AND DISPOSAL.

Records are retained and disposed of
under the authority of the NIH Records
Control Schedule contained in NIH
Manual Chapter 1743,. Appendix 1-
"Keeping and Destroying Records"
(HHS Records Management Manual,
Appendix B-361), item 2300-293-4,
"Medical Staffs' Credential Files,"
which allows inactive records to be
transferred to the Federal Records
Center at five year intervals and to be
destroyed after thirty years. Refer to the
NIH Manual Chapter for specific
disposition instructions.

SYSTEM MANAGER AND ADDRESS:

Chief, Medical Record Department,
Warren G. Magnuson Clinical Center,
National Institutes of Health, Building
10, Room 1N208, 9000 Rockville Pike,
Bethesda, Maryland 20892.

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES:

To determine if a record exists, write
to the System Manager at the above
address. The requester must provide
tangible proof of identity (e.g., driver's
license). If no identification papers are
available, the requester must verify his
or her identity by providing either a
notarization of the request or a written
certification that the requester is who he
or she claims to be and understands that
the knowing and willful request for
acquisition of a record pertaining to an
individual under false pretenses is a
criminal offense under the Act, subject
to a five thousand dollar fine.

RECORD ACCESS PROCEDURES:

Write to the System Manager
specified above to attain access to
records and provide the same
information as that required under the
Notification Procedures. Requesters
should also reasonably specify the
record contents being requested.
Individuals may also request an
accounting of disclosure of their
records, if any.

CONTESTING RECORD PROCEDURES:

Contact the System Manager specified
above and reasonably identify the
record, specify the informationto be
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contested, the corrective action sought,
and your reasons for requesting the
correction, along with supporting'
information to show-how the record is
inaccurate, incomplete, untimely or
irrelevant. The right to contest records
is limited to information which is
incomplete, irrelevant, incorrect, or
untimely (obsolete).

RECORD SOURCE CATEGORIES:

Subject individual.

SYSTEMS EXEMPTED FROM CERTAIN PROVISIONS
OF THE ACT:

None.

[FR Doec. 94-26626 Filed 10-26-94; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4140-01-M

Social Security Administration

Privacy Act of 1974; Report of New
Systems of Records

AGENCY: Social Security Administration
(SSA), HHS.
ACTION: Notification of new systems of
records and new routine uses.

SUMMARY- In accordance with the
Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C.
552a(e)(4)), we are notifying the public
ofour intent to establish two new
systems of records. The proposed
systems are entitled "SSAJInitiated
Personal Earnings and Benefit Estimate
Statement (SIPEBES) History File, HHS/
SSA/OSR, 09-60-0224" and "SSA-
Initiated Personal Earnings and Benefit
Estimate Statement Address System for
Certain Territories, HHS/SSA/OSR. 09-
60-0225." For convenience we will
refer to these systems as the "History
File" and the "Territory Address
System," respectively.

We are also proposing to establish
routine uses of the information to be
maintained in the two systems. The
proposed routine uses are discussed'
below.

We invite public comment on this
publication.
DATES: We filed a report of the proposed
systems of records with the Senate
Committee on Governmental Affairs, the
House Committee on Government
Operations, and the.Office of
Management and Budget, Office of
Information and Regulatory Affairs, on
-October 3, 1994. The proposed systems,
including the proposed routine uses,
will become effective as proposed,
without further notice, on November 12,
1994, unless we receive comments on or
before that.date which would warrant
preventing the systems from taking
effect.
ADDRESSES: Interested individuals may
comment on this proposal by writing to

the SSA Privacy Officer, 3-D-1
Operations Building, 6401 Security
Boulevard, Baltimore, Maryland 21235.
All comments received will be available
for public inspection at the above
address.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Mr. Peter J. Benson, Office of Policy,
6401 Security Boulevard, Baltimore,
Maryland 21235; telephone 410-965-
1736.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Description of the Proposed Systems
of Records

Section 1143(c) of the Social Security
Act requires SSA to phase in a program,
beginning not later than October 1,
1999, for mailing a PEBES annually to
everyone:

(a) Who has reached at least age 25,
(b) Who has had some earnings

reported to his/her Social Security
number (SSN),

(c) Who is not receiving benefits
under Title 11 of the Social Security Act,
and

(d) For whom SSA can determine a
mailing address.

The phasing in requires SSA to
furnish PEBES by not later than
September 30, 1995, to everyone who
has reached age 60 by October 1, 1994,
who is currently not receiving title H
benefits, for whom some earnings have
been reported, and for whom a current
mailing address can be established; and
from October 1, 1994, to September 30,
1999, to everyone who attains age 60
during that period and who meets the
other criteria for receiving the PEBES.
The PEBESwill be sent in the fiscal year
(October 1 through September 30) in
which the individual attains-age 60.

The two systems together will enable
SSA to mail Personal Earnings and
Benefit Estimate Statements (PEBES) to
certain individuals, pursuant to section
1143 of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1320b-13).-

SSA has previously maintained
current address information only for
those persons currently entitled to
monthly Social Security benefits.
Therefore, SSA must obtain address
information for everyone to whom SSA
will be required to mail a PEBES.

As discussed below, SSA will use
-different sources for obtaining the
address information that will be
maintained in the systems.

A. History File. For persons living
within a State of the United States or the
District of Columbia, SSA will use
address information obtained from the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS),
reflecting addresses taken from Federal
income tax returns. SSA will maintain
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this address information obtained from
IRS in the History File.

After the PEBES have been released in
a given mailing cycle, SSA will
inevitably receive inquiries from some
individuals about their-PEBES, or
alleging that they did not receive a
PEBES. The History File will enable
SSA to verify whether a PEBES was
released to that person, when, to what
-address, and what address source was
used. The History File will also permit
statistical studies involving the PEBES
system.

B. Territory Address System. For
persons living in Puerto Rico or in a
territory of the United States who are
not required to file Federal income tax
returns, SSA must obtain their
addresses from sources other than the
IRS. SSA will obtain this information
from the Commonwealth and Territorial
governments. SSA must maintain these
data until needed for a PEBES mailing.
We therefore are establishing the
Territory Address System of records for
that purpose. After an address is
identified from the Territory Address
System and a PEBES is mailed, the
address information will be maintained
in the History File.
II. Collection and Maintenance of Data
in the Systems

Information for the History File (each
individual's address information, other
personal information, and information
about (he PEBES mailing) will be
obtained from IRS and from sources
within SSA, respectively.

Information for the Territory Address
System will be obtained primarily from
the Commonwealth and Territorial
governments, possibly supplemented
from other sources.

Ill. Proposed Routine Use Disclosures
of Data in the Systems

We are proposing to establish the
following routine use disclosures of the
information that will be maintained in
the two systems. The routine use
disclosures are identical for both
systems except as noted. Information
may be disclosed as follows:

1. Information may be disclosed to
contractors and other Federal agencies,
as necessary, to assist SSA in the
efficient administration of its programs.
We contemplate disclosing infornation
under this routine use only-in situations
in which SSA may enter a contractual
or similar agreement with a third party
to assist in accomplishing an agency
function relating to this system of
records.

Wage and other information which is
subject to the disclosure provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code (IRC, 26

U.S.C. 6103) will not be disclosed under
this routine use unless disclosure is
expressly permitted by the IRC.

Contractors will safeguard
information disclosed to them
consistent with the requirements of the
Privacy Act.

We contemplate disclosing
information under this routine use only
when SSA enters into a contractual or
similar agreement with a third party to
help SSA maintain the proposed
systems or to carry out the PEBES
mailing program.

n adinistering our program, we
often find that it is more efficient to use
an outside contractor to carry out some
of our functions. This proposed routine
use would allow us to disclose
information from the system under
these circumstances.

2. Information may be disclosed.to a
congressional office in response to an
inquiry from the congressional office
made at the request of the subject of the
record.

Wage and other information which is
subject to the disclosure provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code (IRC, 26
6103) will not be disclosed under this
routine use unless disclosure is
expressly permitted by the IRC.

We contemplate disclosing
informltion under this routine use only
in situations in which the individual
asks his/her Member of Congress to
intercede in an SSA matter on his/her
behalf. Information will be disclosed
from the proposed systems only when
the Member of Congress inquires and
presents evidence that he/she is acting
on behalf of the individual whose
record is requested.

3. Information may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice (DOJ), a court, or
other tribunal, or another party before
such tribunal, when:

(1) SSA, or any component thereof; or
(2) any SSA employee in his/her

official capacity- or
(3) any SSA employee in his/her

individual capacity when DOJ (or SSA,
when it is authonzed to do so) has
agreed to represent the employee; or

(4) the United States or any agency
thereof when SSA determines that the
litigation is likely to affect the
operations of SSA or any of its
components, Is a party to litigation or
has an interest in such litigation, and
SSA determines that the use of such
records by DOJ, the court or other
tribunal, or other party before the
tribunal is relevant and necessary to the
litigation, provided, however, that in
each case SSA determines that such
disclosure is compatible with the
purposes for which the records were
collected.

Wage and other information which is
subject to the disclosure provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code (IRC, 26
U.S.C. 6103) will not be disclosed under
this routine use unless disclosure is
expressly permitted by the IRC.

This proposed routine use would
permit us to disclose information from
the proposed systems when an SSA
component and/or employee is involved
in litigation involving information in
the proposed system. The routine use
would also permit disclosure when SSA
brings suit or when another party bring
suit and SSA has an interest in the
litigation.

4. Information may be disclosed to the
Office of the President for responding to
an individual pursuant to an inquiry
received from that individual or from a
third party on his or her behalf.

Wage and other information which is
subject to the disclosure provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code (IRC, 26
U.S.C. 6103) will not be disclosed under
this routine use unless disclosure is
expressly permitted by the IRC.

We contemplate disclosing
information under this routine use in
situations in which that individual or
someone else on the individual's behalf
asks the President to intercede in an
SSA matter pertaining to the individual.
Information may be disclosed from the
proposed systems when the Office of the
President inquires and presents
evidence that it is acting on behalf of the
individual whose record is requested.

5. Nontax return information, the
disclosure of which is not expressly
restrcted by Federal law, may be
disclosed to the General Seivices
Administration and the National
Archives and Records Administration
under 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906, as
amended by the National Archives and
Records Administration Act of 1984, for
the use of those agencies in conducting
records management studies.

Wage and other information which is
subject to the disclosure provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code (IRC, 26
U.S.C. 6103) will not be disclosed under
this routine use unless disclosure is
expressly permitted by the IRC.

The Administrator of the General
Services Administration (GSA) and the
Archivist of the National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA) are
charged by 44 U.S.C. 2904 with
promulgating safeguards, procedures,
and guidelines regarding records
management and conducting records
management studies. Section 2906 of
that law, also amended by the NARA
Act of 1984, provides that GSA and
NARA are to have access to Federal
agencies' records and that agencies are
to cooperate with GSA and NARA. In
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carrying out these responsibilities, it
may be necessary for GSA and NARA to
have access to these two proposed
systems of records. In such instances,
the routine use will facilitate disclosure.

6. Information may be disclosed to the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) for
auditing SSA's compliance with the
*safeguard provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.

This routine use applied only to the
History File which maintains some
information obtained from the IRS. As
necessary, the routine use will allow
disclosure to IRS to ensure that SSA is
in compliance with safeguard standards.

IV Compatibility of the Proposed
Routine Uses

Both the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C.
552a(a)(7) and (b)(3)) and our disclosure
regulations (20 CFR part 401) permit us
to disclose information under a routine
use for a purpose which is compatible
with the purposes for which we
collected the information. Paragraph
401.310(c) of the regulations permits us
to disclose information under a routine
use to administer our programs. Section
401.205 of the regulations requires us to
disclose information when a law
specifically requires the disclosure.

The proposed routine uses numbered
1, 2, 3, 4, and 6, described above, will
facilitate SSA's administration of its
programs. Routine use number 5 will
allow GSA or NARA to inspect our
records, as required by 44 U.S.C. 2904
and 2906, when those agencies conduct
records management studies. Thus, all
the routine uses are appropriate and
meet the criteria in the Privacy Act and
SSA's regulations.

V Safeguards

We will employ a number of security
measures to munimze the risk of
unauthorized access to or disclosure of
personal data in the two proposed
systems. These measures include the
use of passwords and access codes to
enter the computer system wich will
maintain the data, and storage of the
computerized records in secured areas
which are accessible only to employees
who require the information in
performing their official duties. SSA
employees who have access to the data
will be informed of the criminal
penalties of the Privacy Act for
unauthorized access to or disclosure of
information maintained in the system.

In addition, any contract which SSA
may sign with a third party in order to
carry out the required mailings will
stipulate that (a) the contractor must
establish safeguards to protect the
personal information temporarily in its
custody, in accordance with Privacy Act

requirements; '(b) the contractor may use
the information only as necessary in
fulfilling the-contract; and (c) the
contractor is subject to criminal
penalties for violations of the Privacy
Act.

VI. Effect of the Proposed Systems of
Records on Individual Rights

As discussed above, the proposed
systems of records will enable SSA to
mail PEBES. Recipients will benefit
from the PEBES because these
statements will help them plan their
finances and check the accuracy of
SSA's records. The routine uses will
benefit individuals by helping SSA run
its programs smoothly.

SSA will adhere to all provisions of
the Privacy Act, Social Security Act,
and other applicable laws mour
maintenance and use of the information.
Thus, we do not anticipate that the
system will have any adverse effect on
individuals' rights.

Dated: October 3, 1994.
Shirley S. Chater,
Commissioner of Social Security.

09-60--0224

SYSTEM NAME:

SSA-Initiated Personal Earnings and
Benefit Estimate Statement (SIPEBES)
History File. HHS/SSA/OSR.

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION:

None.

SYSTEM LOCATION:

Social Security Administration, Office
of Systems, 6401 Security Boulevard,
Baltimore, MD 21235.

CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS COVERED BY THE
SYSTEM:

Any person:
e Who lives in a state or territory of

the United States or the District of
Columbia;

" Who has reached age 25;
" Who has had earnings posted to

his/her Social Security number (SSN);
* Who is not receiving benefits under

title II of the Social Security Act; and
* For whom the Social Security

Administration (SSA) can determine the
current mailing address.

CATEGORIES OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:

This system contains the following
information about each individual:

" Name;
" SSN;
* Address to which the PEBES was

mailed;
" Date of birth;
• Sex;
* Disposition code (to indicate.

earnings discrepancy or refusall;

" Date of SIPEBES issuance;
" Whether the PEBES was issued at

the individual's request or SSA's
initiative;

e Primary language (English or
Spanish);

* Address source (IRS, the individual,
or other);

a IRARN--CD (a code reserved for
future use).

o PROC-CD (a code reserved for
future use).

AUTHORITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE SYSTEM:

Sections 205(a), 205(c)(2), and 1143 of
the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
405(a), 405(c)(2), and 1320b-13); the
Federal Records Act of 1950 (64 Stat.
583), as amended.

PURPOSES:

This system is used for the following
purposes:

o To establish and retrieve specific
records for PEBES processing;

e To identify whether or when a
person has previously received an
SIPEBES;

o To help SSA respond to PEBES
inquires;,and

o To conduct statistical studies.

ROUTINE USES OF RECORDS MAINTAINED IN THE
SYSTEM, INCLUDING CATEGORIES OF USERS AND

THE PURPOSES OF SUCH USES:

Disclosure may be made for routine
uses as indicated below:

1. Information may be disclosed to
contractors and other Federal agencies,
as necessary, to assist SSA in the
efficient administration of its programs.
We contemplate disclosing information
under this routine use only in situations
in which SSA may enter a contractual
or similar agreement with a third party
to assist in accomplishing an agency
function relating to this system of
records.

Wage and other information wich is
subject to the disclosure provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code (IRC, 26
U.S.C. 6103) will not be disclosed under
this routine use unless disclosure is
expressly permitted by the IRC.

2. Information may be disclosed to a
congressional office in response to an
inquiry from the congressional office
made at the request of the subject of the
record.

Wage and other iformation wich is
subject to the disclosure provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code (IRC, 26
U.S.C. 6103) will not be disclosed under
this routine use unless disclosure is
expressly permitted by the IRC.

3. To the Department of Justice DO),"
a court, or other tribunal, or another
party before such tribunal, when:

(1) SSA, or any component thereof; or
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(2) Any.SSA employee inlis/her
official capacity; zr

(3) Any SSA employee xniis/her
mdividual capacity When DOJ~o"SSA,
when it is anthorized to do so) has
agreedto represent theeinployee;.or

(4) The United States.or any agency
-thereof when-SSA determines that the
litigation is likely -to affect the
operations of SSA or-any of its
components,
is a party to litigation or has an interest
in such litigation, and SSA determines
that the use of such records by DOJ,the
court or other tribunal,-or the other
party-before the'tribunal is relevantlind
necessary to'the litigation, provideA
however, that in each case SSA
determines that such disclosure as
compatible with the purposes for which
the records were collected.

Wage and other information which. is
subject to the disclosure provisions'of
the Internal Revenue'Code (IRC, 26
U.S.C. 6103) will not be disclosed under
this xoutine use unless disclosure is
expressly permitted bythe IRC.

4. Information may be disclosed to the
Office of the President for responding-to
an indiVidual pursuant to an inquiry
received from -that individual or from a
third party on ins or her behalf.

Wage and other information which is
subject to the disclosure provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code {IRC, 26
U.SC.6103) will not be-disclosed under
this routine.use unless disclosure is
expressly permitted bythe -TRC.

5. Nontax return information, the
disclosure of which is not expressly
restricted-by Federal law, may be
disclosed to the eneral Services
Administration and the National
Archives and Records Administration
under 44 USC. 2904 and 290.6,.as
amended by the National Archives and
Records Administration Act of 1984, for
the use of those agencies in conducting
records management studies.

.Wage and otherinformation,which-is
subject to the disclosure provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code -IRC, 26
U.S.C. 6103) will not be discosedunder
this routine.use unless disclosure is
expressly-permitted by the IRC.

6. Information may be disclosed to the
Internal Revenue Service.(IRS) for
auditing.SSA's compliance -with the
safeguard provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as. amended.

POUCIES AND PRACTICES FOR STORING,
RETRIEVING, ACCESSING, AND DISPOSING OF
RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:

STORAGE:

Records may-be stored in-magnetic
media (eg., magnetic tapeanddisc).
microfilm, or paper.

RETRIEVABILITY:-

Data will be retrieved from the system
by SSN and name.

.SAFGUARDS"

Safeguards for automated records
have been established in accordance
with the Department of Health and
Human Services (HS) Information
Resources Management Manual, Part 6,
Automated Information Systems
Security Program Handbook. This
includes maintaining the-magnetictapes
and discs -within an enclosure attended
by security guards. Anyone entering or
leaving'this enclosure must havea
specialbadge issued-only to authorized
personnel.

For computerized records
electronically transmitted between
Central Office and Field Office locptions
(including organizations administering
SSA programs under contractual
-agreements), safeguards include a lodk/
unlock password system, exclusive use
of leased telephone lines, a -terminal-
oriented transaction matrix, and an
audit trail. All microfilm and paper files
are accessibleonlyby authorized
personnelwho'have a need for the
information in performing-their official
duties.

SSN's terminalsgre equipped with
physical key lock . The terminals are
also fitted with adapters to -permit the
future installation of data encryption
devices and devices to permit the
identification of terminal users.

Contractors will safeguard
information disclosed to them
consistent -with the requirements of the
Pnvacy Act.

RETENTION 'AND DISPOSAL

All tapes, discs, and microfilm files
are-updated periodically. Out-of-date
magnetic tapesand discs-are erased.
Out-of-date nncrOfilm is shredded.

SSA retains correspondence one year
when it concerns documents returned to
an individual, denials of confidential
information, release of confidential
information to an authorized third
party, and undeliverable material; -for
four years when it concerns information
and evidence pertaininglo coverage,
wage, and selffemployment
determinations or when it affects future
Claims development, especially
coverage, wage, andself-employment
determmations. Correspondence is
destroyed, when appropriate, -by
shredding. Magnetic media records are
maintained midefinitely.

SYSTEM MANAGER(S) AND ADDRESS:

Director, Office of Pre-Claims
Requirements, .Office of Systems
Requirements, Social Securty

Administration, 6401 Security
Boulevard, Baltimore, MD 21235.

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE:

Ah individual can-deterinne if this
system contains axecord pertaining to
him/herby providing Ins/her name.,
signature, and SSN,:or, ithe SSN is not
known, name, signature, date and place
of birth, mother's'birth -name, and
father's name to the address shown
above under "System manager* and by
referring to this system. (Furnishing the
SSN is voluntary, but it will enable an
easier.and faster search for an
individuals record.)

An individual requesting notification
of records inperson need not furnish
any special documents of identify.
Documents which one would normally
carry on one's person are sufficient (e.g..
credit cards, driver's license, or voter
registration card). An-individual
requesting notification via mail or
telephone must furnish a mimmum of
his/her name, date of birth, and address
in order to establish identify, plus any
additional information which -may be
requested. These procedures conform
with HHS Regulations, 45 CFR-part'5b.

RECORD ACCESS PROCEDURES:

Same as notification procedures. Also,
requesters should reasonably identify
the record'contents they are seeking.
These procedures conform with HHS
Regulations, 45 CFR pait 5b.

CONTESTING RECORD PROCEDURES:

Same as notification procedures. Also,
requesters should reasonably identify
the record, specify the information thev
are contesting and state-the corrective
action sought and the reasons for the
correction with supporting justification.
These procedures conform with HHS
Regulations, 45 CFR part 5b.

RECORD SOURCE CATEGORIES:

Information in this system is obtained
from the Numident File oftthe-SSA
system of records entitled "Master File
of Social Security Number-Holders,
HHS/SSAIOSR:(09-60-0058)'1 and
from the IRS.

SYSTEMS EXEMPTED FROM CERTAIN PROVISIONS
OFTHE ACT;

None.

09-60-0225

SYSTEM NAME:

SSA4Initiated Personal Earnings and
Benefit Estimate Statement Address
System for Certain Territories. -HHS/
SSA /OSR.

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION:

None.
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SYSTEM LOCATION:

Social Security Administration, Office
of Systems, 6401 Security Boulevard,
Baltimore, MD 21235.

Records may also be located at
contractor sites, Contact the system
manager at the address below for
contractor addresses.

CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS COVERED BY THE
SYSTEM;

Any person:
e Who lives in Guam, Puerto Rico, or

the United States Virgin Islands,
" Who has reached age 25,
" Who has had earnings posted to

his/her SSN,
e Who is not receiving benefits under

Title II of the Social Security Act, and
* From whom .SSA can determine the

current mailing address.

CATEGORIES OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:

This system contains the following
information about each individual:

* Name;
" Sex;
* SSN;
" Address;
* Whether a PEBES was issued at the

individual's request or SSA's initiative;
e A country name code.

AUTHORITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE SYSTEM:

Sections 205(a), 205(c)(2), and 1143 of
the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
405(a), 405(c)(2), and 1320b-13); the
Federal Records Act of 1950 (64 Stat.
583).

PURPOSES:

The system is used for the following
purposes:

* To establish and retrieve specific
records for PEBES processing for
individuals living in the specified areas;

* Tohelp SSA respond to PEBES
inquiries; and

* To conduct statistical studies.

ROUTINkUSES OF RECORDS MAINTAINED IN THE
SYSTEM, INCLIUD#G CATEGORIES OF'USERS AND
THE PURPOSES OF SUCH USES:

Disclosure may be made from routine
uses as indicated below:

1. Information may be disclosed to
contractors and other Federal agencies,
as necessary, to assist SSA in the
efficient admimstration of its programs.
We contemplate disclosing information
under this routine use only in situations
in which SSA may enter a contractual
or similar agreement with a third party
to assist in accomplishing an agency
function relating-to this system of
records.

2. Information may be disclosed to a
congressional office in response to an
inquiry from the congressional office
made at the request of the subject of the
record.

3. Information may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice (DOJ), a court, or
other tribunal, or another party before
such tribunal, when:

(1) SSA, or any component thereof; or
(2) Any SSA employee in his/her

official capacity; or
(3) Any SSA employee in his/her

individual capacity when DOJ (or SSA,
when it is authorized to do so) has
agreed to represent the employee; or

(4) The United States or any agency
thereof when SSA determines that the
litigation is likely to affect the operation
of SSA or any of its components.
is a party to litigation or has an interest
in such litigation, and SSA determines
that the use of such records by DOJ, the
court or other tribunal, or the other
party before the tribunal is relevant and
necessary to the litigation, provided,
however, that in each case SSA
determines that such disclosure is
compatible with the purposes for which
the records were collected.

4. Information may be disclosed to the
Office of the President for responding to
an individual pursuant to an inquiry
received from that individual or from a
third party on his or her behalf.

5. Nontax return information, the
disclosure of which is not expressly
restricted by Federal law may be
disclosed to the General Services
Administration and the National
Archives and Records Administration
under 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906, as
amended by the National Archives and
Records Admnistration Act of 1984, for
the use of those agencies in conducting
records management studies.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES FOR STORING,
RETRIEVING, ACCESSING, AND DISPOSING OF
RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:

STORAGE:

Records will be stored in magnetic
media (e.g., magnetic tape and disc).

RETRIEVABILITY:

. Data will be retrieved from the system
by SSN, name, and date of issuance of
th6 PEBES.

SAFEGUARDS:

Safeguards for automated records
have been established in accordance
with the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) Information
Resources Management Manual, Part 6,
Automated Information Systems
Security Program Handbook. This
includes maintaining the magnetic tapes
and discs within an enclosure attended
by security guards, Anyone entering or
leaving this enclosure must have a
special badge issued only to authorized
personnel.

For computerized records
electronically transmitted between

Central Office and Field Office locations
(including organizations administering
SSA programs under contractual
agreements), safeguards include a lock/
unlock password system, exclusive use
of leased telephone lines, a terminal-
oriented transaction matrix, and an
audit trail. All microfilm and paper files
are accessible only by authorized
personnel who have a need for the
information in performing their official
duties.

SSA's terminals are equipped with
physical key locks. The terminals are
also fitted with adapters to permit the
future installation of data encryption
devices and devices to permit the
identification of terminal users.

RETENTION AND DISPOSAL.

All tapes, discs, and microfilm files
are updated periodically. Out-of-date
magnetic tapes and discs are erased.
Out-of-date microfilm is shredded.

SSA retains correspondence one year
when it concerns documents returned to
an individual, denials of confidential
information, release of confidential
information to an authorized third
party and undeliverable material; for
four years when it concerns information
and evidence pertaining to coverage,
wage, and self-employment
determinations or when it affects future
claims development, especially
coverage, wage, and self-employment
determinations. Correspondence is
destroyed, when appropriate, by
shredding. Magnetic media records are
maintained indefinitely.

SYSTEM MANAGERS(S) AND ADDRESS:

Director, Office of Pre-Claims
Requirements, Office of Systems
Requirements, Social Security
Administration, 6401 Security
Boulevard, Baltimore, MD 21235.

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE:

An individual can determine if this
system contains a record pertaining to
him/her by providing his/her name,
signature, and SSN, or, if the SSN is not
known, name, signature, date and-place
of birth; mother's birth name, and
father's name to the address shown
above under "System maiiager" and by
referring to this system. (Furnishing the-
SSN is voluntary but it will enable an;-
easier and faster search for an
individuals' record.)

An individual requesting notification
of records in person need -not furnish
any special documents of identity.
Documents which one would normally
carry on one's person are sufficient (e.g.,
credit cards, driver's license, or voter
registration card). An individual
requesting notification via mail or
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telephone must iarmsha a mmum of
his/her ame dateof iaith. and address
in orderto establish identityplus any
additioni afmation which may be
requested. These procedures,confo-rma
with HHS Regulatioas, 45 CFR Part '5b.

RECORD.ACCESS IOCEDURES:

'Same as xtification procedures. Also,
requesters shotld reasonably identify
the record contents they are.seekiag.
These procedures conform with HHS
Regulations, 45 GFR Part Sb..

CONTESTING RECORD PROCEDURES:

Same as notification procedures. Also.
requesters should reasonably d ntify
the record specify the mformalion Ihey
are contestingand state the-correctice
action sought and the reasons for the
correction with suppartig pstification.
These procedures conform 'Aith HNS
Regulations, 45 CFR a Sb.

'TECORD'SOURCE 'CATEGORIES:

Inlormation in this system is ohtained
from the Commonwea]th of Puerto Rico
and thererritanes of, Guam and the
United States Virgin Islands.

SYSTEMS E)MPTED FR CERTAIN "OISIONS
OF DTEXCT:

None.

IFR Doc. 94-26627 Filed 10-26-94:,8:95 mm]
BILUNG CODE 4190-2-

1DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND
URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Government National Mortgage
Association

[Docket No. R-94-1698; FR-3555-N-06]

Government National Mortgage
Association;, Nuf iass Securities
Program; Awouncement of OM3
Control Number

AGENC¥ Government Nation Motlgage
Association, HUI D.
ACTIOt. Supplemental Notice for'GNMA
Multiclass Securities Prograrr,
Announcement 6f OM '/ controlnumber.

SUMMAR,Y-'On September 30,.1994 t(59
FR '5au1, the Department published in
the Federal Regidter, a Supplemetall
Notice fir CN 'utdassSecurities
Program an winch it Teferred to -a Noice
publishediin the Federal Register on
wMay :2' '94 (59 FR =7290), 'wich
imlemented a new program undr
wbdiUNMA svzadd guarantee
imulticlass mewAgage-badked securities.
The May :26, 1994 Noltie -pridea ifcr
implemeritat:Wn dn uo stages, *he Anfial
stage mnd aia &M pardationstage.
The program is intended to benefit

bwrrowers usirng federally insured or
guaranteed moitgages by increasing
invegstment demand for GNMA
guaranteed mortgage-ba6ked securities
("MB§")'that are backed by these
mortgages, thus reducing financing -osts
for these mrtgages; and xase revenues
through 'the 'eceipt ,ofguaxantee and
other fees by GNMA.

The September 30, 1994 Notice and a
Notiue of Proposed infomiatiun
Collection Requirements to 0MB,
mblished on September 28, 1994 159 FR
49410), identified fha this program
under winch GNMA would guarantee
multiclass mortgage-backed securities.
containbd information collection
xequirements, but that no person would
be subjected 4o a penalty for fail.re to
comply with these mifrmation
collecton equLrenments 'until they had
been approved and assignea an iMB
control number.

The purpose 'of this document is'to
announce the 0MB control number for
the GNMA Multiclasg Securities
Program.

DATES. Approved: 'October 3, 1994, for
use through.May 31, 1995.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 'Guy
S. WIlson,Vice President, Govermnment
National 'Mortgage Association, Room
6151, 451 Seventh Street, S.W.,
Washington, D.C. Z0410-9000,
telephone I.202) 401-897.D. Hearing or
speech-impaired individuals may call
'lUD's IDD number I202] 7,8-3649.
(These 'teephone nurnbers are Torit toll-
free.)

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Accordingly the OM3 control number
for the Goverameat National Mortgage
Association;JMulticlass Securities
Program; Noticeof P eoosed
Information Colection Requiements to
OMB Notice published September 28,
1994 (59 FR 494101, and for the
Supplemental Notice for the
Government National Mortgage
Association Guaranteed Multiclass
Securities, published September.30..
1994 451 9R R50 148 . is,2603"0030.

Dated: October 24,1994.
Camille E. Acevedo.,
Assistant General Counselfor bqgulations.
[FR Doc. 94-26616 Filed 10-2X--94; .8:45 am]
IBILtING'COVE 4210-01-P

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Bureau of Land-Management

[NM-932-4310-O1; TXNU 890853

Proposed Reinstatement of Terminated
OH and Gas Lease; New Mexico

AGENCY Bureau of Land Managemeni,
Interior.
ACION: Notice.

SUMMARY* Under the provisions of
Public Law 97-451, a petition for
reinstatement of Oil and Gas Lease
TXNM 89085, Sabine County, Texas,
was timely filed-mid was accompanied
by all required rentals enEd royalties
accruing from June 1, 1994,the -date of
the teri nation. No validlease has 'been
issued affecting the land. The lessee 'has
agreed to -new lease terms for rentals
and royalhies at '-ates cf $10..0 per acre.,
or fraction thereof, 'and 632,13 -percent,
respectively. Paymrent 'ofe.$50.00
administrative %ee has been made.
Having met all the Tequirements for
reinstatement of the lease 'as'set in
Section 31(d) and fe of the Mineral
Leasirng Act of 1920, as amended (30
U.S.C. 188(d) anti (e))}, the Bureau Df
Land Management is proposing to
reinstate -the lease effective June 1, 1%994,
sulbect to the orginal terms and
conditions of tlh lease md the
increased rental mnd royalty Tates cited
above, and the reimibursement forcost
of publication of this Notice.
FOR FURThER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Angela Trijiflo, I3L, ,New Mexico State
Office, ,(505) 438-7592.

Dated: October 30, 19-94
* Augela Thjillo,
Che, baase)Mantena'noe Writ.
I[FR 'Doc. 94--269 Pilned 11-25-94; 8:4saml
BILLING CODE 431.-FB-

[AZ-942-05-1420-0]

Arizona; Notice f Riing of Plats el
Survey

October 17, i994.
1. The pas ofsuriveyf the ellowrqg

described lands were fficiaHy fied-m
the Ariwna State Office, Phoemx,
Arizona, on the dates ndicated:

A plat representing the 'dependent
murvey of a pwdionof the north

boundary ;and a partion af-the
subdivisional lines; and the snbdivasim
of section 2, md the metes-and-bounds
survey an :sedtion' 4 Townshp 1 North,
Range 13 :East, Gila odSMt iRiver
Meridian, Amiae wwa acepted.Anest
:3@, 99, flad id ef y ld
September 1, 1994.
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